Insider Risk Assessment
In recent years many organisations have invested in strengthening their
security defences. But as defences become stronger, external actors are
increasingly using insiders to achieve their goals. By possessing
extensive access and knowledge of an organisation's critical systems,
data and infrastructure, employees, freelancers and suppliers, are an
attractive method of attack. Find out how vulnerable your organisation
is through our insider risk assessment.
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insider risk journey.
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to set their strategy and to provide
specialised solutions across all insider
risk countermeasures.

Is your organisation prepared to handle insider risks? What is
your organisation's level of maturity? Do you know? And if not,
do you know where to begin?

Training
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We offer a variety of training, both
online and in person, on a diverse set of
themes all in the domain of insider risk
management.

www.signpostsix.com

A HOLISTIC INSIDER RISK
ASSESSMENT is the first step in establishing an insider
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risk strategy. After all, to understand where you need to go,
you must first understand where you are.

The assessment consists of the following:

Threat Landscape: To determine your priorities, we help you
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understand your threat environment. We analyse insider threats
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that may exist now and potentially in the future for your
organisation.
I n t e r v i e w s: T o u n d e r s t a n d o r g a n i s a t i o n a l v u l n e r a b i l i t i e s a f f e c t i n g
your macro and micro-environments, we conduct several interviews
with key stakeholders. These interviews are crucial in introducing
and embedding insider risk awareness across your functional

Elsine is the market expert and
international thought leader on insider
risk. She has an educational and
professional background in psychology,
intelligence and security and extensive
international experience in challenging
environments.
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Management (2) Insider Risk Education, and (3) Data collection,
Analysis and Response.
Gaps and roadmap: Our threat analysis and countermeasure
maturity assessment will lead you to identify and address crucial
gaps and weaknesses. It will help you develop a proper insider risk
strategy, aligned with your business strategy and the unique
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context in which it operates.

What we provide:
An organisation specific threat analysis

Dennis runs large multinational client
projects and has in-depth expertise in
the subject of insider risk. He has a
combined
background
in
both
economics and intelligence and
professional experience with creating
innovative solutions from a deep security
perspective.

A countermeasure maturity assessment
An actionable roadmap with an overview of concrete action points

Start your journey with us by reaching
out now!
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